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√ÿàß‡™â“¢Õß∑ÿ°«—π  —μ«åμ—«‡≈Á°μ—«πâÕ¬
μà“ß°Á®Ÿß¡◊Õ°—π‰ª‚√ß‡√’¬π ∑’Ë¬—ß‡ªìπ
‡¥Á°‡≈Á°°Á‡√’¬π™—ÈπÕπÿ∫“≈ ∑’Ë‚μ¢÷Èπ
¡“ÀπàÕ¬°Á‡√’¬π™—Èπª√–∂¡ ∑—Èß‡¥Á°
™“¬Œ‘ª‚ª ‡¥Á°À≠‘ß°√–√Õ° ∑ÿ°μ—«
°Á‰ª‡√’¬πÀπ—ß ◊Õ°—π∑—Èßπ—Èπ...

(TRACK 2)

çOnce upon a time, there were many kinds
of animals lived in the water, mountain, sky,
and vine. All of them spoke Thai. They were
diligent and went to school every day.é

In the morning of the day, all animal kids
went to school. The small one studied in the
kindergarten class while the larger studied in
the primary class. The hippopotamus boy,
squirrel girl and other kids were going to school
too.

(TRACK 2)
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·μà„π∂È”¡◊¥Ê ¢â“ßªÉ“· π «¬
·Ààßπ’Èπ’Ë ‘ ¡—π¡’ —μ«åμ—«„À≠à μ—«Àπ÷Ëß
Õ“»—¬Õ¬Ÿà ®–«à“¡—π‡ªìπ‡¥Á°™“¬°Á‰¡à
‡™‘ß ‡æ√“–«à“¡—πÕ“»—¬Õ¬Ÿà„π∂È”¡“
‡°◊Õ∫æ—πªï·≈â« ¡—π§◊Õ ù‡®â“¡—ß°√‰øû

(TRACK 3)

In the dark cave near the beautiful forest,
there was a big animal lived in it. It might be
not a kid because it had lived in the cave
almost a thousand years. It was a dragon.

çThe dragon disliked to study and had
never been a trainee.

It was neither interested in the books nor
just took a look.

It liked to show off and also thought it
was the best.é

(TRACK 3)
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§«“¡∑’Ë‰¡à¬Õ¡‡√’¬πÀπ—ß ◊Õ ‡®â“
¡—ß°√‰ø°Á‡≈¬Õà“πÀπ—ß ◊Õ‰¡àÕÕ° ¡—π
‰¡à‡§¬Õà“πÀπ—ß ◊ÕÕ–‰√‡≈¬ —°‡≈à¡
‡¥’¬« ¡—π°Á‡≈¬‰¡à√Ÿâ«à“ „π‚≈°π’È ¡’
 —μ«åÕ–‰√Õ¬Ÿà∫â“ß

«—ππ’È ‡®â“¡—ß°√‰øμ◊Ëπ¢÷Èπ¡“¥â«¬
§«“¡À‘« À≈—ß®“°∑’Ë¡—ππÕπÀ≈—∫‰ª
752 ªï ¡—π‡¥‘π‡¢â“‰ª„°≈â‚√ß‡√’¬π
·≈â«¡—π°Á·ª≈°„® «à“∑”‰¡∂÷ß¡’ —μ«å
¡“°¡“¬¡“√«¡°—πÕ¬Ÿà

ç∑’Ëπ◊Ë§◊Õ∑’Ë‰Àπé ¡—π√âÕß∂“¡ÕÕ°‰ª
ç∑’Ëπ’Ë§◊Õ‚√ß‡√’¬πé  —μ«å∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬°Á

μ–‚°πμÕ∫¢÷Èπ¡“æ√âÕ¡°—π
ç‚√ß‡√’¬π√÷é ¡—ß°√‰ø°â¡μ—«≈ß

¡“À“æ«° —μ«å
ç¥’®√‘ß ©—π®–°‘πæ«°‡®â“„ÀâÀ¡¥

‚√ß‡√’¬π‡≈¬é

It had never studied so it could not read
and never read anything. Thatûs why it had
never known how many kinds of animals in
the world.

This day the dragon woke up because it
was hungry after it had been sleeping for 752
years. It walked closely to the school and felt
very strange why there were many animals in
this place.

çWhere is this?é The dragon asked.
çThis is a school.é All animals replied.
çSchool?é The dragon bent down to the

animals.
çThatûs great. I will eat you all of the

school.é




